In Memory of the Szyldhaus Family Ḥy”d

My father Reb Abram Wulf HaCohen [Szyldhaus] Ḥy”d, my mother Chaja (née Kligerman) Ḥy”d
My brother Symcha Ḥy”d, my sister Różka Ḥy”d
My sister Fajgele, and her husband Izrael Grundman Ḥy”d; my sisters Chanale and Jentele Ḥy”d

In Memory of the Kantor Family Ḥy”d

Our father Icek Hersz Kantor Ḥy”d,
our mother Szewa (née Kromołowski) Ḥy”d,
and their grandson Heniek Blumenfeld Ḥy”d;
our brother Józef, fallen in the battle in the Częstochowa ghetto,
our sister Rywka and her husband Lewy Cukierman Ḥy”d,
our brother Dawid Ḥy”d,
our sister Perl, and her husband Abram Blumenfeld Ḥy”d,
who perished at the hands of the Nazi murderers in the Treblinka death camp.

In great sorrow and burning pain, we commemorate the names of these beloved ones of ours in the Memorial Book to the destroyed Community of Częstochowa

Bela Cohen (née Kantor),
her husband Moshe, and their children,
in Beit-Alfa

Józef Szyldhaus, his wife Ester (née Kantor),
and their children: Ilana and Shmuel,
in Israel